Dear Members and Friends,

Congratulations to GSI Coordinating Council member Sarah Weiss, Executive Director of the Holocaust & Humanity Center in Cincinnati, Ohio, on the new Holocaust museum: Horror and History. Cincinnati’s new Holocaust museum has authentic touch.

Children of Holocaust survivors are encouraged to participate in this survey, a joint initiative between GSI and AJR (The Association of Jewish Refugees in the UK). We appreciate this invitation from the AJR:

At the end of April 2019 over one-third of the overall membership of The AJR identified as second generation Holocaust survivors or refugees. The AJR are now looking to develop specific services and areas of interest to appeal to both existing second generation members and also to attract new members. AJR have produced a survey to find out what the second generation are interested in. This link will take you to a version of the survey adapted for members of GSI so that we may compare the results with our colleagues in the UK: https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/GSI2G

Best Wishes for 2020,

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Those Who Were There: Voices from the Holocaust is a new podcast dedicated to sharing the history of the Holocaust through the first-hand testimonies of survivors and witnesses. It draws on recorded interviews from Yale University’s Fortunoff Video Archive for Holocaust Testimonies, which comprises the oral histories of over 4,000 people.

REPARATIONS / RESTITUTION

Track S. 2621: Holocaust Insurance Accountability Act of 2019

Alfred Landecker Foundation Pledges €5 Million to the Claims Conference for Survivors, to be used for emergency assistance for the most vulnerable Holocaust survivors worldwide.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES

Depicting Violated Jewish Women during the Holocaust
January 8, 2020
Beck Hall, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat Gan, Israel
For more: info@barilan.org.il.

The 75th Anniversary of the Liberation of Auschwitz
January 26 – 29, 2020
Auschwitz-Birkenau Memorial and Museum, Poland
For more: 212-335-0544 or delegation@preserveauschwitz.org.

50th Anniversary Scholar’s Conference on the Holocaust & the Churches
The History and Future of the Holocaust and its Memory
March 7 – 10, 2020
University of Texas at Dallas, Dallas, TX
Approaching the History of Internment:
Reconsiderations of Wartime Britain and Beyond
March 16 – 18, 2020
IAS Common Ground, Institute of Advanced Studies, Ground Floor, South Wing, University
College London, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT

Liberation 75
Global Gathering of Holocaust Survivors, Descendants,
Educators and Friends
May 31 – June 2, 2020
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS

Between Enemy Combatant and Racial ‘Other’:
Nazi Persecution of Soviet POWs
January 6 – 10, 2020
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Safekeeping Stories Workshops
Workshop #2 Dates
February 5, 12, 19, 26; March 4, 11, 18, and 25; Snow date is April 1st 7:30 – 9:00 pm
Bet Torah, 60 Smith Street, Mount Kisco, NY
Workshop #3 Dates
February 5, 12, 26; March 4, 11, 18, 25; and April 1. Snow date is April 15th 1:00 – 2:30 pm
Safekeeping Stories Office, 4 Gilder Street, Larchmont, NY

For more information on these three workshops: jill@safekeepingstories.com

“Writing to let you know…”
A Scholarly Workshop on Letter from the Holocaust
February 24 – 27, 2020
Memorial de la Shoah, Paris, France

Exploring Multiple Perspectives with Primary Sources
January 31, 2020 9:00 am - 2:30 pm
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY

New Approaches in German-Jewish Studies, Refugee and Migration Studies &
Public Representations of German and/or German-Jewish History and Culture
March 26 -27, 2020
Appalachian State University, Boone, NC
Teaching Mass Atrocity: The Holocaust, Genocide, and Justice
June 1 – 12, 2020
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Confronting Difficult Issues Around Religion and the Holocaust
June 15 – 19, 2020
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

UPCOMING EVENTS

Exhibit: The Number on Great-Grandpa’s Arm, featuring the short HBO documentary accompanied by rotoscope animation which brings the film’s archival footage and photos to life.

Now – January 5, 2020—National World War II Museum, 945 Magazine St, New Orleans, LA
Exhibit: Operation Finale: The Capture & Trial of Adolf Eichmann

Now – January 12, 2020—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

20th Anniversary Exhibit: Learning to Remember highlights of some of the most compelling, thought-provoking, and historically significant exhibitions presented by the Museum in the last two decades.

Now – February 2, 2020—Morris Museum, Morristown, NJ
Painting to Testify: Early Post-Liberation Works by David Friedman

Now – February 28, 2020—Holocaust Documentation & Education Center, 303 N. Federal Hwy, Dania Beach, FL
Exhibition: Israel Then & Now featuring the authentic flag from the Exodus. Fees. For more: education@hdec.org | (954) 929-5690 x 304.

Now – August 16, 2020—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Pl, New York, NY
Exhibit: Ordinary Treasures: Highlights from the Museum of Jewish Heritage Collection, inspired by the Museum’s original Core Exhibition and by the Museum publication To Life: 36 Stories of Memory and Hope. Free one-hour guided tours available Tuesdays at 3:00 pm.

Now—August 30, 2020 — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. The most comprehensive exhibition dedicated to the history of Auschwitz and its role in the Holocaust ever presented in North America, bringing together over 700 original objects and 400 photographs of Auschwitz, from over 20 institutions and museums around the world.
January 5, 2020, 1:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survivor Speaker Series: Hear Maritza Shelley discuss her experiences during the Holocaust. RSVP: [https://mjhnyc.org/events/stories-survive-speaker-series-maritza-shelley/](https://mjhnyc.org/events/stories-survive-speaker-series-maritza-shelley/)

January 5, 2020, 2:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie IL
Holocaust Postal History: Harrowing Journeys Revealed Through the Letters and Cards of Victims. Justin Gordon’s book provides unique and personal insights into Holocaust history. Book signing to follow: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

January 8, 2020, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
999 - The Extraordinary Women of the First Official Jewish Transport to Auschwitz, with author Heather Dune Macadam in conversation with Dr. Lori Weintrob, Director, Wagner College Holocaust Center, and descendants of the 999.

January 9, 2020, 7:00 pm—Brenden Theatres Palms Hotel, 4321 W. Flamingo Rd, Las Vegas, NV
Las Vegas Jewish Film Festival presents Black Honey: The Life and Poetry of Avraham Sutzkever. [www.lvjff.org](http://www.lvjff.org).

January 10, 2020, 11:30 am—Clive Daniel Home, 1351 NW Boca Raton Blvd, Boca Raton, FL
Bagels & Books: At the Wolf's Table by Rosella Postorino facilitated by Greta Brewer. [Register](#).

January 10, 2020, 2:00 pm—South Regional Library, 8065 Lely Cultural Pkwy, Naples, FL
Screening: Not the Last Butterfly” and art exhibit. RSVP [collierlibrary.org/events](http://collierlibrary.org/events)

January 12, 2020, 12:30 pm— Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Survivor Talks – In Our Voices: hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

January 12, 2020, 1:30 pm—Chula Vista Heritage Museum inside the Chula Vista Civic Library, Chula Vista, CA
Opening of Remember Us The Holocaust (RUTH), an exhibit about the lives of 12 survivors who settled in the South Bay of San Diego. The exhibit will be on display until December 2020.

January 12, 2020, 2:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Contemporary Rendering of Space and Memory at Treblinka, with historian and photographer Elżbieta Janicka in conversation with YIVO Director Jonathan Brent.

January 13, 2020, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
“Write Me”: Preview and Artist Panel Discussion, Part 1 of 4.

January 14, 2020, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Secrets of the Dead: Bombing Auschwitz PBS Premiere, followed by a discussion with Executive Producer Stephanie Carter.
January 15, 2020, 2:00 pm—South Regional Library, 8065 Lely Cultural Pkwy, Naples, FL
Discussion of Alyson Richman’s historical novel *The Lost Wife*. RSVP: collierlibrary.org/events

January 15, 2020, 5:00 pm—Sterling Memorial Library Lecture Hall, 120 High Street, Yale University, New Haven, CT
Lecture: *From "International Tracing Service" to Arolsen Archives: Formation of the World's Largest Archive Documenting Nazi Persecution.*

January 16, 2020, 6:30 pm—Wiener Holocaust Library, Russell Sq, Bloomsbury, London, UK
Talk: *A Historian in the Ghetto: Emanuel Ringelblum and the Oyneg Shabes Archive* with Professor Sam Kassow.

January 16, 2020, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Performance of scenes from Peter Weiss’ play *The Investigation*, adapted from the Frankfurt Auschwitz Trials of 1963–1965, followed by guided discussions about the lasting impact of mass murder on individuals, families, communities, and countries.

January 16, 2020, 7:00 pm — Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
*The Flight Portfolio* with author Julie Orringer in conversation with Jewish Week’s Sandee Brawarsky and Jonathan Wiesner of the International Rescue Committee.

January 20, 2020, 11:30 am——JCC MetroWest, 760 Northfield Ave, West Orange, NJ
New Jersey Jewish Film Festival Extra: *Joachim Prinz: I Shall Not Be Silent.*

January 22, 2020, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*By Chance Alone* with author and Holocaust Survivor Max Eisen.

January 22, 2020, 7:00 pm—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
International Holocaust Remembrance Day Program: *Something Beautiful Happened* with author Yvette Manessis Corporon who will share how her grandmother helped hide a Jewish family on a Greek island during World War II.

January 23, 2020, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

January 23, 2020, 7:00 pm—Mitchell Hamline School of Law Conservatory, Room 147, 875 Summit Ave, St. Paul, MN

**Collaborating with the Enemy: Jews, Nazis, and Echoes for Today.** The documentary, *Nazi Collaborators – The Story of Chaim Rumkowski* will be shown. Fees. Register: www.worldwithoutgenocideorg. For more: info@worldwithoutgenocide.org
January 25, 2020, 12:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Survivor Talks – In Our Voices: hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

January 25, 2020, 7:30 pm—Museum of Flight, 9404 E Marginal Way S, Seattle, WA
The Rescue: A Live Film-Concerto Commemorating International Holocaust Remembrance Day: the story of Jose Arturo Castellanos, the Latin American Wallenberg.

January 26, 2020, 2:00 pm—Temple Shalom of Naples, 4630 Pine Ridge Rd, Naples, FL

January 27 - February 24, 2020—UN Visitors Lobby, UN Headquarters, New York, NY
Exhibit: Seeing Auschwitz

January 27, 2020, 10:00 am - 6:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
International Holocaust Remembrance Day: 75th Anniversary of the Liberation of Auschwitz.
At 3 PM, chief curator and acclaimed Holocaust scholar Robert Jan van Pelt will explore the significance of the types and provenance of artifacts in Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away.

January 27, 2020, 11:00 am—General Assembly Hall, United Nations Headquarters, New York, NY
UN Holocaust Remembrance: 75 years after Auschwitz -Holocaust Education and Remembrance for Global Justice with UN and international dignitaries; keynote speaker Judge Theodor Meron, former President of the United Nations International Residual Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals, and testimony from Holocaust survivors Shraga Milstein and Irene Shashar. Registration required. To reserve a seat on a bus from West Orange, New Jersey: https://www.jfedgmw.org/un2020

January 27, 2020, 2:00 pm—The Jewish Museum, 1109 Fifth Ave., New York, NY
International Holocaust Remembrance Day: performative reading of Barbara Lebow’s 1984 play A Shayna Maidel about two Jewish sisters reunited after WWII after being separated as children. Fees. For more: info@thejm.org or 212-423-3200.

January 27, 2020, 2:00 pm—Holocaust Museum & Cohen Education Center, 975 Imperial Golf Course Blvd, Suite 108, Naples, FL
International Holocaust Remembrance Day film screening of The Boys of Terezin. RSVP: holocaustmuseumswfl.org.

January 27, 2020, 3:00 pm—Conference Room 4, UN Headquarters, New York, NY
Panel Discussion: Safe Heaven: Jewish Refugees in the Philippines.

January 27, 2020, 5:30 pm—German Historical Institute, Holborn, London, UK
Round Table Discussion: Holocaust Memorial Day 2020

January 27, 2020, 6:15 pm—Shilling Bldg Auditorium, Royal Holloway, University of London, Egham, UK
In Those Nightmarish Days: Ghetto Reportage and Holocaust Witnessing
January 27, 2020, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Commemoration – International Holocaust Remembrance Day: “Who said it would be easy?”: The Congresswoman Who Brought Nazis to Justice, with Elizabeth Holtzman, who will share how her landmark legislation led to the investigation of hundreds, and deportation of dozens of Nazi war criminals. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

January 27, 2020, 7:00 pm—Congregation Emanu-El, Fifth Ave and 65th St, New York, NY
Concert Against Bigotry Commemorating the 75th Anniversary of the Liberation of Auschwitz
featuring Itzhak Perlman, Tovah Feldshuh, the Klezmer Conservatory Band, the cast and orchestra of Fiddler on the Roof in Yiddish and others. To be added to the waiting list if tickets become available: https://mjhnyc.org/events/concert-commemorating-the-75th-anniversary-of-the-liberation-of-auschwitz/

January 27, 2020, 7:30 pm — Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
MusicTalks presents Ashes and Dust. To mark International Holocaust Remembrance Day, Israeli singer Moshe Bonen will perform Yehuda Poliker's 1988 album Ashes and Dust, a tribute to children of survivors.

January 28 - February 24, 2020—UN Visitors Lobby, UN Headquarters, New York, NY
Exhibit: Crimes Uncovered: The First Generation of Holocaust Researchers

January 28 - February 24, 2020—UN Visitors Lobby, UN Headquarters, New York, NY
Exhibit: Some Were Neighbors

January 28, 2020, 9:00 am-3:30 pm — Consulate General of Italy, 689 Park Ave, New York, NY
Holocaust Remembrance Ceremony: Readings of the names of the Jews deported from Italy and the Italian territories.

January 28, 2020, 7:00 pm — Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
Ten Years Without Avrom Sutzkever with literary scholar Ruth Wisse, translator Barbara Harshav, and poet Irena Klepfisz.

January 29, 2020, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Mengele: Unmasking the Angel of Death with author and former Museum of Jewish Heritage Director, David G. Marwell, in conversation with Thorsten Wagner, Executive Director, Fellowships at Auschwitz for the Study of Professional Ethics (FASPE).

February 4, 2020, 3:00 pm — Wiener Holocaust Library, Russell Sq., London, UK
PhD and a Cup of Tea: The Collaboration between the Political Police of Fascist Italy and the Third Reich

February 5, 2020, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
13 Drivers' Licenses about licenses confiscated from Jewish citizens of Germany in 1938, that were found in an envelope in a government office in Lichtenfels, Bavaria in February 2017 and the research done to find the descendants of these people. Lisa Salko, one of those descendants, will recount how she traveled to Germany to unveil a lost chapter of her family history.
February 6, 2020, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY


Harmony: a new musical by Barry Manilow and Bruce Sussman about the Comedian Harmonists, an internationally famous German group of Jewish and Gentile entertainers prior to World War II, who were banned by the Nazis in 1934.

February 12, 2020, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

Behind the Scenes of Rendering Witness: Holocaust-Era Art as Testimony with exhibition curator Michael Morris.

February 19, 2020, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY


February 20, 2020, 6:30 pm — Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY

Lives in Limbo: Jewish Refugees in Portugal, 1940-1945 with historian Marion Kaplan.

February 20, 2020, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

Live Performance – Sneak Peek: Two Remain. Chicago Fringe Opera presents a preview of Jake Heggie and Gene Sheer’s new opera Two Remain. Based on the lives of Holocaust survivors Gad Beck and Krystyna Zywulska (born Sonia Landau), the opera explores the haunting scar of what it means to be left behind. Talk back with performers and members of the production team follows. Free with Museum admission. www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

February 23, 2020, 2:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

Coming Together in Skokie: “When We Arrived”: Our Diverse Population in Niles Township. What does “the American Dream” mean to you? Hear personal stories from a panel representing various waves of immigration to our community, including Holocaust survivors who came to Skokie in the 1960s. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

March 1, 2020, 10:30 am-7:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

JCC Chicago Jewish Film Festival. The seventh annual JCC Chicago Jewish Film Festival features recent released documentary and feature films. This year’s titles are A Bag of Marbles, Chichinette: How I Accidentally Became a Spy, The Mover and Prosecuting Evil: The Extraordinary World of Ben Ferencz. Fees. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

March 26, 2020, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

Book & Author: From Day to Day: One Man’s Diary of Survival in Nazi Concentration Camps. Odd Nansen’s diary reveals his daily struggle to survive and maintain his humanity while imprisoned in concentration camps in Norway and Germany. Timothy Boyce rescued Nansen’s diary from oblivion, after it had been out of print for over 60 years. Signing to follow. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org
FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI... Online newsletters
Arolsen Archives
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club

FYI... The 34 member states of the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) adopted refreshed Recommendations for Teaching and Learning about the Holocaust. Read more about the refreshed materials on the IHRA's official site (and the English-language pdf version).

FYI... The Auschwitz Institute for Peace and Reconciliation will adopt our new name and will begin operating as the Auschwitz Institute for the Prevention of Genocide and Mass Atrocities.

FYI... For the latest on the Baltics

FYI... Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news...Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International

World leaders to gather to commemorate Holocaust

World Given Unique Opportunity to Condemn Anti-Semitism: 40 Leaders Expected at Yad Vashem

Opinion | Inconvenient Murders

European Body Passes Resolution To Preserve Jewish Heritage

Revealed: how the Caribbean became a haven for Jews fleeing Nazi tyranny

This document recorded Holocaust atrocities — and allowed survivors to remarry

Amid the Holocaust's Horrors, Many Jews Found Ways to Mark Hanukkah

International Skating apologizes for 'error' nominating Holocaust-themed costume for award

Cartoon Depicting the EU as Auschwitz Sparks Public Outcry

Cartoon Depicting EU as Nazi Camp with 'Prisoner' Boris Johnson Escaping Ignites Fury

From New York to Moscow, Holocaust survivors share memories

Introducing children to the Holocaust

Albania

Jews Repair Home of Muslim Man Whose Father Saved 20 Families During the Holocaust

Jewish group to repair earthquake-struck family home of righteous Albanian
The incredible story of an Australian woman who survived Auschwitz
Holocaust survivor's remarkable escape, friendship celebrated in regional NSW
The treasured possessions of Holocaust survivors are being shared with the world
‘One massive rock in their memory’
'Bringing history to life' through rare Holocaust artefacts
My father survived the Holocaust by being erotic. It's something bored couples can learn from
Aboriginal Leader Who Fought to Stop Holocaust Featured in New Opera
Amnesty International Ignores Hero's Holocaust Era Heroics

Poland wants to buy site of former Nazi German camp in Austria
“Save their memory” urges PM as he announces plans to buy former Nazi-German death camp which is not home to among other things a luxury villa

Belgian Holocaust museum cancels event honoring activist calling for Israel sanctions

The Only-Known Brazilian Born Holocaust Survivor Celebrates Bar Mitzvah At 91
Postage stamp features Brazilian who helped rescue Jews from the Nazis

Canadian court dismisses deportation appeal by ex-Nazi death squad soldier
Toronto city council passes motion proclaiming International Holocaust Remembrance Day
Secret diary of a schoolgirl in the Holocaust
A Lesson To Be Learned - Winnipeg Woman Sharing Her Holocaust Diaries
Holocaust survivor, tireless advocate presented Key to the City in Orillia
Out of darkness: Holocaust survivors tell of personal Hanukkah miracle — life
May we say ‘never again’ to terror and genocide, and really mean it
Holocaust survivor reunites with granddaughter of farmer who sheltered him during war
'A heavenly kiss': Candlesticks saved during Nazi invasion of Poland find home at Toronto synagogue
Artwork’s narrative began by aerial picture of Auschwitz
 Literary Holocaust exhibit for kids opens in Montreal
Adopt-A-School: Holocaust survivor knew hunger, now supports needy kids
This Holocaust Survivor Was Alone on Chanukah. Then a Chabad Rabbi Walked Into Her Nursing Home.
Weinfeld: The secret Jewish history of secret Jewish histories (Canadian Jewish News)
Untold Holocaust story comes to life in new book
Holocaust memories fade, anti-Semitism rises
Jarniewski: IHRA provides tools to fight anti-Semitism and Holocaust denial
Accused Canadian Neo-Nazi Soldier Who Went AWOL Was Smuggled Into U.S.

Czech Republic
Czech gravestones are returned
The Czech Countess Who Took On The Nazi SS In Steeplechase
Time off: Jews of Czechia

France
How Paris' Open-Air Urinals Changed a City—and Helped Dismantle the Nazi Regime
Jewish graves in France defaced with Nazi symbols
Auschwitz survivor fears rise of anti-Semitism
'Guardians Of Memory' Keep Watch Over France's Jewish Cemeteries

Germany
Nazi victim files go online in German archive | DW | 27.11.2019
New Jersey woman testifying in trial of Nazi guard Bruno Dey: ‘He’s not human’
Holocaust survivor from Israel testified at Nazi war crimes trial
Germany: 91-year-old Neo-Nazi Denied Early Release
How the German Railways enabled the Holocaust
Berlin celebrates start of Hanukkah by lighting biggest menorah in Europe | DW | 22.12.2019
Germany to reintroduce rabbis into army | DW | 20.12.2019
German Army to Get Military Rabbis Again After 100 Years
Wealthy German family gives millions to Holocaust survivors
Owners of Krispy Kreme Doughnuts Donate Millions to Holocaust Victims After Dark Past Revealed
Nazi-tied Krispy Kreme owners pledge millions to Holocaust survivors
Krispy Kreme, Panera Bread Owner To Give $5m To Holocaust Survivors Over Family’s Nazi Ties
Family Behind Krispy Kreme Donates Millions to Holocaust Survivors
Family that owns Krispy Kreme and Panera donates $5 million to Holocaust survivors
Makers of Krispy Kreme giving tens of millions to Holocaust survivors and education

In Germany a Torah Inaugurated on Adolf Hitler Street
Jews dance with Torah on German street that had been named for Hitler

‘Rolling in His Grave’: Jews Dance with Torah on 'Hitler's Street'!

Chancellor Merkel to visit Auschwitz memorial | DW | 06.12.2019
Merkel at Auschwitz: 'I am filled with deep shame' | DW | 06.12.2019
‘I’m deeply ashamed’ of German crimes at Auschwitz: Merkel

Germany's Merkel voices 'shame' during 1st Auschwitz visit

Angela Merkel makes first Auschwitz trip as German leader | DW | 05.12.2019
Angela Merkel visits Auschwitz for the first time

Merkel becomes third German leader to visit Auschwitz
Merkel at Auschwitz: Remembering Nazi crimes inseparable from German identity

We must remember Nazi crimes, says Merkel

At Auschwitz, Angela Merkel expresses shame over barbaric crimes | DW | 06.12.2019
Merkel at Auschwitz: Remembering Nazi crimes inseparable from German identity
Opinion: Angela Merkel finds the right words during Auschwitz visit | DW | 06.12.2019

Merkel to give Auschwitz 60 million euros from Germany during first visit

Angela Merkel announces Germany will donate $66 million to Auschwitz museum

Angela Merkel warns of new wave of anti-Semitism as she visits Auschwitz

Visiting Auschwitz, Merkel Warns Against Danger to Liberal Democracy

Merkel visits Auschwitz amid rise in anti-Semitism

Auschwitz survivor says he has ‘duty to the dead’ to share horrors of Holocaust

Video: Hanukkah In Bergen Belsen

Abdallah Chatila on why he spent €600,000 on Nazi memorabilia | DW | 29.11.2019

Jewish Museum Berlin appoints Hetty Berg as new director | DW | 27.11.2019

Holocaust memorial with 'victim ashes' erected in Berlin | DW | 02.12.2019

German NGO under fire for spreading ashes Jews from Holocaust
Activists Anger Holocaust Survivors With Berlin Monument Containing Ashes
Jews Angered at Holocaust Urn Filled with Victims’ Ashes at German Parliament

Shocking German Exhibit Contains Bones, Ashes of Jews Murdered by Nazis
Art installation using ‘Holocaust ashes’ sparks outrage in Germany
Activists Apologize For Holocaust Memorial With Victim Ashes
German Artists Apologize for Display Containing Holocaust Victims’ Ashes
The lost Jewish fashion brands of Berlin (New York Times)
Grave of top Nazi Reinhard Heydrich is dug up in Berlin ...
Grave of top Nazi leader Reinhard Heydrich opened in Berlin
This high-ranking Nazi was buried in Berlin. Someone dug ...
Grave of Nazi Reinhard Heydrich dug up, but bones left ...
German spy agency releases Himmler daughter files
Germany: 75,000th 'Stolperstein' for Holocaust victims laid | DW | 29.12.2019
A Gay American German in Hitler’s Berlin
As German Rapper Slammed for Antisemitic Lyrics Starts National Concert Tour, Jewish Leaders Sound Alarm

Hungary
Chanukah Flame in a Hungarian Village Rises From the Ashes of the Holocaust - Newly arrived rabbi and his wife reignite Jewish sparks in Szentendre

Iran
The starving children who reached Israel via Tehran
Tehran Children: A Holocaust Refugee Odyssey – review
Iran’s Supreme Leader Hails Holocaust Denier as ‘Brave and Tireless’ Hero

Israel
How 500 Children Were Returned to the Jewish People After the Holocaust
Decade of change and hope for Holocaust survivors
The Two Pages That Survived The Nazi Book Burnings
'Holocaust awareness is essential for our war on antisemitism'
Holocaust remembrance in the occupied USSR
Story of Josef Lewkowicz, survivor turned Nazi hunter, told in new documentary
Music Video Perpetuates Holocaust Legacy
The Nazi secret lurking inside some of Tel Aviv’s most beautiful buildings
A Holocaust Survivor Recalls the Miracle of Israel’s Founding
Holocaust survivors gather at Western Wall for Hanukkah candle lighting
Esther Lurie: The Holocaust's living witness
Long lasting miracles
Woman allegedly steals NIS 600k. from blind Holocaust survivor
Caregiver accused of stealing over $170,000 from Holocaust survivor
Capturing the Architect of the Holocaust
Addictions guru channels survival of the Holocaust into self-help empire
Twisted: BDS Activist Who Was Barred from Israel to be Honored at Holocaust Memorial
Gal Gadot To Star As The Christian Woman Who Rescued 2,500 Children From Nazis In Upcoming Film
‘Heil Hitler’: Palestinian Kids Make Nazi Salutes at Terror Rally
Louis C.K. tells Israeli audience he'd "rather be in Auschwitz than New York City"

Italy
Piero Terracina, last Rome Jew who survived Nazi death camp, dies at 91
Italian town says 'no' to Holocaust memorial, calling it divisive
Thousands of Italians rallied around a Holocaust survivor who received 200 anti-Semitic threats a day
Thousands rally around threatened Holocaust survivor in ...
Thousands rally around Holocaust survivor in Milan | Daily ...
Thousands march in support of Italian lawmaker, a ...
In the Face of Rising Antisemitism, Look to Italian Holocaust Survivor and Politician Liliana Segre
Italian composer giving new life to music lost during the Holocaust
Hitler ‘Defended European Civilization’? Italian Teacher Disciplined for Nazi Tweets

Jordan
Watch: Former Jordanian Health Minister Big Fan of Hitler as A Child

Lebanon
Israel’s President Thanks Lebanese Businessman Who Bought Hitler Artifacts

Monaco
Monaco urged to give access to Shoah archives before Auschwitz anniversary

Netherlands
Dutch Holocaust Names Memorial Finally Puts Emphasis On Victims Not Victors
Auntie Truus, the Forgotten Rescuer - Accidental Talmudist
Meet the Dutch girls who seduced Nazis — and lured them to their deaths
In Amsterdam, the world’s priciest menorah gets a new life
New Zealand

New Year Honours: Holocaust survivor Bob Narev gets second honour

Poland

Poland Struggles with Acknowledging Holocaust Impact — Detroit Jewish News
Auschwitz, the director’s cut: How Poland is rewriting the Holocaust narrative
Polish leaders call on World Holocaust Forum to condemn Putin for saying Poles cooperated with Hitler - Jewish Telegraphic Agency
Nazi Germany's Auschwitz-Birkenau death camp
Merkel: Auschwitz was a German death camp run by Germans
Merkel to visit Auschwitz for first time
Still Life In Lodz: Portrait of a Polish City
Exhibit Highlights Jewish Children Saved In Poland During The Holocaust
Poland wants to buy site of former Nazi German camp in Austria
Polish city refuses to install memorial stones for Holocaust victims
Polish Lawmaker Sues Curator Following Dispute over Holocaust Memorial
Jewish residents of southern Poland to be commemorated
Jewish Food Returns to Warsaw
'We have to live a normal life here': Inside Oswiecim, the town in the shadow of Auschwitz
The ADL survey on anti-Semitism in Poland is highly questionable
Trupa Trupa: the Polish post-punk band confronting the Holocaust

Portugal

Portugal Becomes 34th International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance Member

Switzerland

Keeping the memory of the Holocaust alive

UK

Prince Charles Proudly Reveals How 'My Father Prince Philip Helped Jewish Boy Targeted by Nazis'
Prince Charles set to join Holocaust Memorial Day event in Israel next year
Prince Charles to make first official Israel visit for Holocaust Memorial Day
In first official visit, Prince Charles due in Jerusalem for Auschwitz memorial
UK’s Prince Charles to Pay First State Visit to Israel!
Prince Charles to Visit Israel, Attend Yad Vashem Event
Prince Charles hails ‘immense blessings’ British Jews brought to country
York holocaust survivor honoured by the Queen
Auschwitz survivor Rachel Levy awarded British Empire Medal
Holocaust survivors among the stars and celebrities on 2020 New Year's Honours List
When Jewish WWII vets pulverized postwar UK fascists to tamp down rising racism
The British Labour Party Since the Hitler Era and World War II
Lord Dubs ‘bitterly disappointed and angry’ at scrapping of child refugee pledge
New Jewish MP says she won't apologise for saying Nazis should get ‘their heads kicked in’
Antisemitism is not a sidebar. It is a cornerstone of Labour's public stance
Historian Sir Richard Evans persuaded to change his mind on backing Labour
Holocaust survivor and stabbed PC honoured
New Year’s Honours: 30 Shoah educators and survivors recognised
Holocaust survivor who hid in cellar is honoured
Honours For Holocaust Survivor
Albert Speer's Daughter Has No Doubts
Horndean pupils' memorial flame receives national recognition at Holocaust Memorial Day
Saved from a Nazi camp by The Lost Train
Crossing continents made me a writer
Former Archbishop of Canterbury says location for Holocaust memorial is a 'strange choice'
Kinderttransport families to open exhibit at Imperial War Museum
Holocaust project set for library expansion
Crafty Ladies create memorial flame for Holocaust Day
Cumbria library set to host unique project commemorating child Holocaust survivors
BBC drama brings to life story of child refugee who escaped Nazi-occupied Poland
'She worked against forgetting': Holocaust survivor’s art goes on display
Plinth to replace vandalised Roma memorial
Soldiers, survivors and lovable rogues: The new wave of Jewish cinema (Guardian)

Ukraine
Ukrainian court reinstates diplomat who blamed Jews for World War II and posed with ‘Mein Kampf’ cake
USA

How historians led a campaign to hunt down, deport Nazi killers living in the US

Holocaust museums should start worrying about today's antisemitism

Why Holocaust Education Is So Important Today

Opinion: Leave the Holocaust out of your self-promotion, political agenda and profit-seeking

Time is running out to help elderly Holocaust survivors | Opinion

Holocaust Survivor Rosalee Glass Dead After Being Accidentally Dropped En Route to White House Hanukkah Party

Holocaust survivor dies from injuries after being dropped in transit to White House Hanukkah party

Why FDR Turned Away Jewish Students

Rudy Giuliani insists he’s ‘more of a Jew’ than George Soros, who survived the Holocaust

Rudy Giuliani says he is ‘more of a Jew’ than billionaire Holocaust survivor George Soros

Giuliani claims he's 'more of a Jew' than Holocaust survivor George Soros

Giuliani Hits Soros Again: ‘Funded Many Enemies to the State of Israel’

How a Fake Nazi Document Fooled the Experts

Army unit shares photo of Nazi war criminal Joachim Peiper to ...

Army Unit Says It Regrets Using Photo of Nazi War Criminal to Honor Battle of the Bulge

15 Germans, Japanese And Italians Reveal What They Learned About WWII In School

Thanking the unsung heroes who keep US synagogues safe

Seattlesite, 92, finally tells story of German who saved more Jews during the Holocaust than Schindler

Anne Frank's friend reveals how one German official saved thousands of Jews

Book review: America’s abandonment of Jews during the Holocaust

Holocaust survivors recall Nazi ‘death march,’ streets ‘full of bodies’

Prisoners in Nazi concentration camps made music; now it's being discovered and performed

Saved by music: a Holocaust survivor's story

Woman finds grandfather forged passports, saves Holocaust victims

Hidden in Plain Sight: The Life and Message of Raymonde Fiol

BBYO teens hear stories from local Holocaust survivors at Global Shabbat

10 Amazing Celebrities Who Survived the Holocaust

George Sakheim, Interpreter at Nuremberg Trials, Dies at 96

Former Fed Chair Paul Volker, who played critical role in overseeing return of Jewish property from Swiss banks, passes away at 92
Dame Mary Barraco, World War II resistance fighter who suffered Nazi torture, dies in Virginia Beach at 96

75 years later, US troops who foiled Hitler’s last gamble return to battlefield

How historically black colleges helped rescue Jewish refugees (Washington Post)

Trump to Sign Order Targeting Anti-Semitism on College Campuses

American Jews Are Terrified

Illinois Nazi, Holocaust denier runs again for US House seat

Jersey City’s Jewish mayor didn’t wait to call the kosher store shooting an anti-Semitic attack. Here’s why.

Where Was God In The Holocaust?

Q&A: The Holocaust’s Jewish Calendars: Keeping Time Sacred, Making Time Holy

Shoah survivor donates Torah to airport synagogue

Holocaust survivor celebrates 99th birthday in Terre Haute

9 inspiring Jews who died in 2019

Elie Wiesel And The Passing Of A Generation

Ingrid Maslow, who survived the Holocaust thanks to nuns and her own resourcefulness, dies at 86

Remembering Bella Tovey, Educator, Holocaust Survivor | WAMU

Rockland man who survived nine Nazi camps dies at 94

Suffering From Scrappy War Hero Fatigue? Get Over It

Holocaust survivors demonstrate the healing power of art at Laguna Woods show

Holocaust survivors from Barrington among those who share stories of gratitude for Thanksgiving | audio

Avi Kurtz: We can’t have another Holocaust

'The Survivors' unmasks the generational trauma of the Holocaust - Religion News Service

Sheitels, Jewels, Stories: Orthodox Holocaust Survivor Women Speak Their Lives

Pinellas tourism council advances Holocaust museum funding

“Project Ruth: Remember Us the Holocaust” exhibit comes to Chula Vista Civic Library

Education is the best defense against hatred

Holocaust And Genocide Are Not The Same

International alliance unveils recommendations on teaching about the Holocaust – but only 12 U.S. states require it

The Dallas Morning News Texan of the Year 2019: Holocaust survivor Max Glauben

Max Glauben, Holocaust Survivor, 2019 Texan Of The Year

Colorado lawmakers seek to require Holocaust, genocide education in public schools
Where We Live: Oregon Holocaust Memorial
Hillsboro dedicates park bench to Holocaust survivor Alter Wiener

Stumbling Stones for Holocaust Victims Draw Controversy - Atlanta Jewish Times
Eizenstat Lecture Brings Holocaust Music to AA - Atlanta Jewish Times
Moving, musical exhibit coming to the Los Angeles Museum of the Holocaust

Music And Memory, In Harmony
Violins Of Hope Teaches Students About The Holocaust - Spectrum News 1
Violin recital Features Hidden Instrument Of Holocaust Victim
‘It represents the soul’: Holocaust victim plays long-lost violin for first time.
Florida family hears music from violin stored during Holocaust for first time in 76 years

Holocaust victim’s violin featured | News, Sports, Jobs - Altoona Mirror
Klezmer Music Offers Healing To Generations Affected By The Holocaust
Holocaust concert exposes personal history and collective grief

Latest News
My Secret Jewish History
Spoons from Auschwitz
Pride and Prejudice at Fieldston
Broward teens learn from Holocaust survivors during Student Awareness Day

San Diego Holocaust Survivor Rose Schindler's Story
Wish Book: Offering peace and dignity to South Bay Holocaust survivors in the twilight of their lives
Filmmaker and local Holocaust survivor team up to keep memories alive
Shabbat Across LA, Gap Year Fair, Holocaust Film | Jewish Journal

Holocaust Survivor’s Family Reads Family Letters from WWII on Stage in Germany
Survivor stories to be shared at Stanislaus State program keep a light on Holocaust
Lovers in Auschwitz, Reunited 72 Years Later. He Had One Question.
Watch: 'Fairytale' birthday for Holocaust survivors

Levittown Holocaust Survivor's Tale Shared By NYT
Column: A life of incredible forgiveness

A Holocaust survivor now struggling to pay rent (New York Times)
Hanukkah starts with a service at Holocaust Memorial in Palm Desert
Vail Symposium to present program on true story of Holocaust refugee
Holocaust survivors honored at lunch ahead of Hanukkah

For Holocaust survivors, Hanukkah marks time to celebrate outside the shadows
Pasadena Now: Holocaust Survivor Trudie Strobel's Tapestries Exhibited At The Armory
Holocaust survivors gather in Manhattan to celebrate Hanukkah and their shared past
Gift of the Somers Holocaust Memorial Commission
Cincinnati’s new Holocaust museum has authentic touch
Jean Zeldin Looks Back on a Long Career in Holocaust Education
Director of FAU’s Center for Holocaust and Human Rights Education Receives Outstanding Citizen Award - Boca Newspaper
Holocaust Museum in Creve Coeur getting new director in January
Holocaust Museum names new executive director
Inheriting the Holocaust with Miriam Mörsel Nathan
A WWII Airman's Son Tracks Down His Father's Last Mission—to Destroy a Nazi Weapon Factory
International Holocaust Remembrance Day and the Jewish American soldier experience | At the Library
Torah Rededication Links Family’s Past and Present - Atlanta Jewish Times
Inside Hilberg’s Output
Lucy Dawidowicz, the Yiddish Eagle of the Bronx
The US Holocaust Museum vs Mark Twain
10 Best Movies About The Holocaust
Nazi-hunting, revenge and the movies
Colorado Filmmaker Explores the Holocaust Through a Nonfiction Mystery
Alex Borstein Talks to Kveller About Jewish Pride and ‘Maisel’ Season Three
Return to the Reich: Eric Lichtblau recounts the life of Freddy Mayer, a Jewish German emigre
The Jewish Spy Who Passed As A German
Review: ‘Broken Dreams’ reveals a Holocaust story worth investigating further
Michael Chabon adapting ‘Amazing Adventures of Kavalier and Clay’ for Showtime miniseries
Kavalier And Clay Coming To Small Screen
Tim Roth and Clive Owen star in ‘Song of Names,’ which melds Holocaust, mystery and music
Haunting Portrait of a Jewish Prodigy in ‘The Song of Names’ | Jewish Journal
Clive Owen plays a Hasidic violin virtuoso in new film ‘The Song of Names’
Review: ‘Song of Names’ is a holocaust mystery that isn’t worth solving
Richardson Middle Students Honor Holocaust Victims Through Butterfly Shaped -Art
Holocaust denial is an act of hate | Column
L.I. Officials Step Up Efforts On Anti-Semitism

Jersey City shooter called Jews ‘Nazis’ in social media posts

Ellen J. Kennedy: ‘We See You, Jew’

West Virginia corrections employees suspended after Nazi ...

Nazi salute photo sparks West Virginia investigation: 'Disturbing'

West Virginia suspends several after corrections officer class ...

WV employees suspended after photo emerges of correctional ...

Lawmakers Express Need For Revival Of W.Va. Holocaust Education Panel That’s Been Dormant For Years

2 Georgia men kicked out of National Guard over white supremacist ties

NYPD creates special unit for far-right and neo-Nazi threats

Swastikas Found Spray Painted At Long Island Holocaust Center At Second Vandalism Incident

Professor uses Holocaust denial questions to illustrate double negatives

Watch: Chicago Teacher Fired for Holocaust Denial Assignment

Orthodox Jewish Man Told “The Nazis Will Kill You” In Costco

Watch: ‘The Nazis Will Kill You,’ Shouts Anti-Semite in NY

Most Influential 2019: Holocaust instructor Leslie White calmly taught teens why viral swastika ‘joke’ wasn’t funny

A Former Neo-Nazi Reveals How He Healed From Hate

Students at Arizona State Decry Antisemitism Following Swastika Flyers, Protest Against Visiting Israeli Soldiers

Holocaust-themed figure skating costume: The latest scandal of the sport

Opinion: This Holocaust-themed figure skating costume is just the sport’s latest to cause scandal

Russian figure skater wears costume which is half concentration camp uniform

Dear figure skating: Genocide is not a fashion statement

‘Artsy’ Auschwitz-Birkenau accessories for sale on Pixels.com

Christmas ornaments with images of Auschwitz are for sale ...

Auschwitz Memorial Asks Amazon to Remove Death Camp Christmas Ornaments From Site

Amazon under fire over Auschwitz 'Christmas ornaments' | DW | 01.12.2019

Amazon criticized for selling Christmas ornaments with Auschwitz images

Amazon pulls Auschwitz-themed Christmas ornaments

Amazon Drops Auschwitz-themed Christmas Ornaments After Protests
Amazon Removes Holiday Ornaments With Images of Auschwitz After Criticism
Christmas ornaments with images of Auschwitz removed from Amazon
Outrage at Amazon for selling ‘Auschwitz’ Christmas ornaments
Outrageous: Birkenau Death Camp Greeting Cards and Beach Towels on Pixels.com
Holocaust Imagery Is Not For Sale - Sun Sentinel
Jewish group urges Amazon to stop selling ‘Secret Hitler’ board game
Outrageous ‘Secret Hitler’ Game Sold on Amazon Disgraces Holocaust Victims
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We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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